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Turbulence in plasmas is inherently multi-scale: energy injected into the system at the large

scales is dissipated at the small scales of field/ particle interaction. Mixing of small and large

scales is enhanced if the process kicking turbulence is in itself multi-scale, as in the case of

turbulence generated by magnetic reconnection.

Addressing such processes with fully kinetic, Particle In Cell simulations gives the obvious ad-

vantage of being able to reproduce the interactions of ions, electrons and fields virtually without

approximation, contrarily to many other simulation approaches. The drawback is the very high

computational cost, due to the need of simulating together and kinetically large domains, at

high resolutions, with a high number of particles to reduce numerical noise in the high-k part of

the spectra. Controlling the computational cost is thus a fundamental challenge on the way of

addressing the multi scale nature of the turbulent cascade in the lower-hybrid range.

In this work, we present a method to bridge the scale gap, the Multi-Level Multi-Domain

method [Innocenti et al, JCP, 2013]. The method is fully kinetic, semi-implicit, adaptive. Within

the method, a system of increasingly higher resolution grids is simulated. Grid coupling is

achieved self-consistently though information-exchange operations between the grids. The ra-

tio in resolution between the grids is > 10. When simulating reconnection, large scale processes

(e.g., large scale Hall structures, reconnection rates) develop in the low-resolution grids, small

scale processes (e.g., Electron Diffusion Region dynamics) on the high-resolution grids [In-

nocenti et al, CPC, 2015]. Turbulence can be simulated across the Multi-Level Multi-Domain

system because the low-resolution grid can, through grid coupling operations, drive the high-

resolution grid: energy injected at low k is seamlessly transferred across grids simulated at

different resolutions to the high-k region where dissipation occurs [Innocenti et al, PoP, 2016].

Since high resolution is used only locally rather than in the entire domain, the computational

cost of Multi-Level Multi-Domain simulations is dramatically lower than that of ’traditional’

semi-implicit counterparts: the former have been measured to be about 70 times faster then the

latter in reconnection simulations with standard parameters.
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